We are
LUGERA – THE PEOPLE REPUBLIC
Homeland of Talent

and what we stand for
Our purpose
Since 1996 our purpose is to find for as many people as possible a better paid job. For the more people we do this
the more successful we are.
Our policy
We always say ‘yes’ to our clients, our candidates (both for permanent and temporary staffing), our colleagues, our
suppliers and other stake holders. With ‘yes’ we mean that we always try to find solutions. We are help-driven. We
have an attitude of ‘yes, we can’.
Our mission
We constantly strive to add value and to increase our ability to add value for our
1. Clients
2. Candidates
3. Colleagues and
4. Stake holders
Star Quality
At Lugera we strive for star quality. Being average is just not good enough. Not a single person at Lugera will survive
when his or her performance is average. Everybody at Lugera joined Lugera while being committed to reach star
quality for two reasons:
1. Personal fulfillment. The level of personal fulfillment is optimal when reaching the stars
2. Our clients, candidates, colleagues and stakeholders deserve nothing but the best
We go the extra mile
We do our job and we seek to do more. Just doing something fine is not good enough. We seek to exceed your
expectations. For this we go the extra mile.
Being Star Quality and going the extra mile sounds nice but is tough
We know that real fulfillment, both personal as well as professional, does not come easy. Being awesome means
hard and smart work. The good news is that it feels great once you are there. The bad news is that it takes more time
and energy than we would like. But it is worth it because our clients, candidates, colleagues and stakeholders
deserve the best.
Our tools for all of this are
Permanent Staffing, Temporary Staffing, Salary Administration & TalentBase®
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